ULTRACOAT
RENEW FL
A new lease of life
for old wood floors

Wood
floors
Unscheduled maintenance made easy.
At some point in their life all wood floors will need to be restored.
After years of service the appearance of the wood, whether finished
on site or pre-finished engineered, will have undoubtedly changed.
The traditional method when re-varnishing floors is to completely
remove the old finish. This method, however, causes considerable
disruption in inhabited rooms and areas, particularly due to the
amount of dust created and the lengthy work times.

Another factor to take into
consideration before carrying
out this kind of work is that,
when certain types of wood
floor are sanded, they lose their
original characteristics, such as
their bevelled edges of brusheffect finish, and their look can
completely change.

The Mapei
solution
Restore quickly, hygienically and effectively.
Because of their type of use, floors are the surfaces most exposed
to contamination from external sources and today, more than ever
before, environmental hygiene is of primary importance.
Which is why Mapei is proposing a risk-free solution for restoring
and hygienising wood floors in a short space of time and provide a
high level of protection against the proliferation of bacteria.
And now, with Ultracoat Renew FL, it is possible to restore the
finish of wood floors without changing their original look and, more
importantly, without disruption and lengthy work times, to give a
new lease of life to their surface finish.

Restored and hygienised floors for more comfortable surroundings.

In just four simple steps
floors look like new again
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Cleaning

2

Final cleaning
of the floor

Give the floor a thorough clean with
Ultracoat Remover Plus, the
detergent for removing old wax
and tough dirt and stains. Its
special formulation brings out
the natural grainy finish of
wood and breaks down wax so
it may be removed.

Use Ultracoat Cleaner, the hygienising
detergent by Mapei for wood. Used
neat it removes the most stubborn
dirt. Diluted with water, it is excellent
for daily use in rooms where maximum
hygiene is required.
Gets rid of dirt from wood floors
without
removing
previous
finishing treatments. Leaves
floors clean and hygienised with
a pleasant fragrance.

Application of primer
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Ultracoat Renew FL is an adhesionpromoting primer for two-component
water-based finishes. Spread a thin
coat on the surface with Ultracoat
Roller T3. Leave it to dry for around 1
hour before applying the finish.

Application
of surface finish
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For a better protected
and hygienic floor choose
Ultracoat HT 2K, two-component,
aliphatic,
100%
polyurethane, water-based
lacquer. Tested in compliance with ISO 22196.

RESISTANCE TO BACTERIA (IMSL TEST REPORT)
Strain of bacteria

Measurement method

Test standard

Result

Staphylococcus aureus

ISO 22196

≥ 99.9%

compliant

Escherichia coli

ISO 22196

≥ 99.66%

compliant

Enterococcus faecalis

ISO 22196

≥ 99.53%

compliant

Pseudomonas aeruginosa

ISO 22196

≥ 99.9%

compliant
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